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 Founded in 1980, Sunonwealth Electric Machine Industry Co. Ltd. is the global leader of high-quality thermal
solution.

Sunon was founded in 1980 and has always upheld the philosophy of Brand, Innovation, and Value for their
business operations. From the start, the Sunon name has become an international trademark that is well
recognized and featured on products sold worldwide. Over the years, Sunon has continuously focused on
developing and making innovations for their core motor technology, leading the industry in product trends for
motors, cooling fans, and cooling modules. Sunon is one of the few operations in the world with a motor R&D
team and is fully capable of developing innovative new motor designs. Examples for the R&D efforts are the
world's first MagLev design and Sunon Mighty Mini series, featuring a compact sub-centimeter size that is the
world's smallest and thinnest fan. Today, Sunon is the worldwide leader in precision motors and micro
miniature fans, and is widely recognized by the industry as the designated partner for various multinational
corporations. Sunon products are widely used in various applications and industries such as information
technology, network communications, optoelectronics, and automobile electronics industries, as well as in
industrial production equipment, medical equipment, home applications, OA machines, and others.

    
 

  
 

 Product Name: Sunon (Fan) 2123XSL 120mm (4 inc)
 SKU: Sunon Fan 2123XSL 120mm

 Barcode Link:   
 

1 Out of Stock !! 353 93 93
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 Product Name: Sunon (Fan) Fan TA17251 150mm (6 inc)
 SKU: Sunon Fan TA17251 150mm

 Barcode Link:   
 

1 Add to Cart 353 97 97
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